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Haunting, gripping, and psychologically fierce tales that illuminate an unsettling side of humanity from “one of the treasures of American story
writing” (Jonathan Lethem). Featuring the O. Henry Prize–winning short story “Windeye,” this collection of Brian Evenson’s masterful stories
“involve impossible scenarios and alternative realities” that are “always surprising” (Bookforum). A woman falling out of sync with the world;
a king’s servant hypnotized by his murderous horse; a transplanted ear with a mind of its own—the characters in these twenty-five stories live
as interlopers in a world shaped by mysterious disappearances and unfathomable discrepancies between the real and imagined, revealing
the breadth and depth of Evenson’s uncanny vision.
The classic bar guide that launched a generation of cocktail lovers is back--completely updated. With its cloth binding evoking a Jazz Age
guide to speakeasies and its charming illustrations that could have come from a period magazine, this most influential cocktail book is
reissued in a newly updated edition. Spanning the cocktail spectrum from classic to contemporary, it includes all the information the cocktail
lover or mixologist needs to create the perfect drink in a stylishly retro package, making it an elegant, sophisticated gift as well as an
indispensable companion for home or professional entertaining. With 500 recipes and an easy-to-use index arranged by drink categories, this
bar book is replete with fascinating stories behind the genesis of each cocktail, its creators, and component liquors--as well as a guide to
bartending equipment and a glossary of bar terms and measurements. Charles Schumann, whose appreciation of design and drinks is
legendary, is the ideal guide to the perfect drink. Based on the menus at his iconic establishments--Harry's New York Bar, then Schumann's
American Bar, which later became simply Schumann'sBar--each recipe focuses on quality and balance.
Abbandonate i sensi di colpa e preparatevi a soddisfare ogni dolce tentazione! Che male c’è a concedersi una cucchiaiata di tiramisù senza
glutine o ad addentare una crostatina di farro e olio extravergine d’oliva senza latticini? In questo libro Luca Montersino mette a disposizione
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il suo sapere in oltre 60 ricette, da quelle originali ai classici intramontabili, rigorosamente preparati secondo la filosofi a del “goloso di
salute”. Dopo un capitolo biografico in cui racconta la sua storia e la passione per questo mestiere, ecco la scuola di pasticceria vera e
propria: le basi come il pan di Spagna, la pasta sfoglia, la frolla e i lievitati, e poi le creme e le meringhe, e gli ingredienti che spaziano al di là
dei tradizionali farina-burro-uova. Luca vi svela inoltre i trucchi e i segreti per riuscire al meglio nelle vostre preparazioni. Grazie a questo
prezioso libro illustrato anche chi soffre di allergie o intolleranze troverà delle valide soluzioni in cereali come kamut e quinoa, e chi è a dieta
risolverà i problemi calorici utilizzando grassi vegetali, come l’olio di riso, e zuccheri, come il maltitolo o il fruttosio.
NEW EDITION COMING AUGUST 2021 What do avocados, apples, mangos and tomatoes have in common? The answer is that they can all
be grown at home, for free, from pips that you would otherwise throw into the recycling bin. RHS Plants from Pips shows you how to grow a
range of fruit and vegetables, indoors and out, with minimum equipment and experience. This complete guide covers everything from the
science of how plants grow to how to deal with pests and other problems. Find out what to grow, what to grow it in and when and where to
grow it for the best results. Packed with colourful photographs and step-by-step illustrations, this is the perfect way to introduce beginners of
all ages, from 6 to 60, to the joys of watching things grow.
Field Guide to Herbs & Spices will forever change the way you cook. With this practical guide—including full-color photographs of more than
200 different herbs, spices, and spice mixtures—you’ll never again be intimidated or confused by the vast array of spices available. Learn to
discern the differences between the varieties of basil, the various colors of sesame seeds, the diverse types of sugar and salt, and even how
to identify spice pastes like zhoug, harissa, and achiote. Each entry features a basic history of the herb or spice (saffron used to be worth
more than gold!), its season (if applicable), selection and preparation tips, a recipe featuring the seasoning, and some suggested flavor
pairings. Complete with more than one hundred recipes, Field Guide to Herbs & Spices is a must-have resource for every home cook. Meals
will never be the same again!
Packed with photographs and infographics that illuminate the history and myriad aspects of making 'a wee dram,' here's a delightful guide to
hundreds of brands and varieties of single malt and scotch whiskies. This guide to single malt and Scotch whiskey is an essential resource for
novices and seasoned experts alike. It includes more than 200 brands and varieties of Scotch and single malt whiskey. Ratings and detailed
information on Scotch and the Scotch industry are included. Information on each brand includes the varieties' strength, aroma, flavor, and
distinguishing characteristics. The history and lore of single malt and Scotch whisky is shown in both text and color photographs.
The traditions of Syrian cooking go back hundreds of years, and is notable for its sensory components, in which aroma and texture are as
important as taste and nutrition. Over the centuries, the unique dishes of Greater Syria (bilaad al-shaam) were preserved by those who
cooked them. For cooks in imperial households, family homes, or on simple peasant farms, recipes were handed down from generation to
generation. Despite centuries of occupation, unrest, economic hardships, and political strife, the people of Greater Syria continued to cook
their burghul, lentil, chickpeas, kishk, and yogurt dishes as if life around them never changed. Syrian-born Habeeb Salloum and his daughters
Leila Salloum Elias and Muna Salloum have researched and explored the far reaches of Syrian cuisine for many years (and in Habeeb’s
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case, decades). Their resulting cookbook, Pomegranate and Rose Water, provides a succinct window into the dining tables of eighteenth and
nineteenth-century Syria, featuring many delectable, heart-healthy recipes that have never before been published in English. The book also
provides a poignant window into Syrian culture and everyday life then and now—bound together by ageless and truly beautiful food traditions.
Includes 144 recipes; full-color throughout.
A rabbi and expert in traditional Judaic cooking offers a wide-ranging celebration of classic Jewish vegetarian cooking from across the globe.
Traditions of Jewish vegetarian cooking span three millennia and the extraordinary breadth of the Jewish diaspora—from Persia to Ethiopia,
Romania to France. In Olive Trees and Honey, acclaimed chef and rabbi Gil Marks uncovers this vibrant culinary heritage for home cooks.
This magnificent treasury sheds light on the truly international palette of Jewish vegetarian cooking, with 300 recipes for soups, salads,
grains, pastas, legumes, vegetable stews, egg dishes, savory pastries, and more. From Sephardic Bean Stew (Hamin) to Ashkenazic
Mushroom Knishes, Italian Fried Artichokes to Hungarian Asparagus Soup, these dishes are suitable for any occasion on the Jewish
calendar—whether it’s a festival or an everyday meal. Marks combines these recipes with fascinating insights into their origins and history,
suggestions for holiday menus from Yom Kippur to Passover, and culture-rich discussion of key ingredients.
The primary skill needed by anyone who works in fashion is the ability to convey—to clients and the general public alike—images of the
designs. The impression given to the viewer depends on whether the fashion design drawings are good. Contemporary Fashion Illustration
Techniques thoroughly describes the basics of fashion illustration, and covers the latest trends such as vivid images, sprightly movement,
and garment material texture. After all, fashion drawing is not simply about sketching a body and face; only when you accurately reproduce
the garments and their colors can the designs truly come to life.
Published just after the Second World War, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages is a sweeping exploration of the remarkable
continuity of European literature across time and place, from the classical era up to the early nineteenth century, and from the Italian
peninsula to the British Isles. In what T. S. Eliot called a "magnificent" book, Ernst Robert Curtius establishes medieval Latin literature as the
vital transition between the literature of antiquity and the vernacular literatures of later centuries. The result is nothing less than a masterful
synthesis of European literature from Homer to Goethe. European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages is a monumental work of literary
scholarship. In a new introduction, Colin Burrow provides critical insights into Curtius's life and ideas and highlights the distinctive importance
of this wonderful book.
Gathers traditional Italian recipes for appetizers, pasta, rice, beans, soup, poultry, meat, fish, pizza, breads, and desserts

For the first time London’s legendary champions of brunch share the recipes that have made Islington’s Sunday Café a runaway success.
Covering everything from quick and easy staples to fabulous feasts, and taking inspiration from a global list of ingredients, this book will take
you all the way from cracking an egg to flipping pancakes and roasting pork – all with spectacularly Instagrammable results!
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This third book in Kathryn Littlewood's acclaimed Bliss trilogy mixes the down-home heart punch of Ingrid Law's Newbery Honor Book, Savvy,
the always-on-the-edge-of-chaos comedy of Cheaper by the Dozen, and a humorous magic all its own to create a thoroughly original
confection, a delicious guilty pleasure for readers of all ages. Rose won back her family's magical Cookery Booke in an international baking
competition in A Dash of Magic, the second novel in the series. Rose is now world famous—so famous, in fact, that Mr. Butter, head of the
Mostess Corporation, has kidnapped her so that she can develop new-and-improved magical recipes for his company's snack cakes. With
the magically enhanced Dinkies and Moony Pies, Mr. Butter plans to take over the world. Together with her brothers, their talking cat and
mouse, and an unlikely team of bakers, Rose must overthrow Mr. Butter before he destroys civilization, one magically evil snack cake at a
time.
Presents award-winning appetizer recipes from cooking contests across the United States, including soups, snacks, and party dishes
From Rabelais's celebration of wine to Proust's madeleine and Virginia Woolf's boeuf en daube in To the Lighthouse, food has figured
prominently in world literature. But perhaps nowhere has it played such a vital role as in the Italian novel. In a book flowing with descriptions
of recipes, ingredients, fragrances, country gardens, kitchens, dinner etiquette, and even hunger, Gian-Paolo Biasin examines food images in
the modern Italian novel so as to unravel their function and meaning. As a sign for cultural values and social and economic relationships, food
becomes a key to appreciating the textual richness of works such as Lampedusa's The Leopard, Manzoni's The Betrothed, Primo Levi's
Survival in Auschwitz, and Calvino's Under the Jaguar Sun. The importance of the culinary sign in fiction, argues Biasin, is that it embodies
the oral relationship between food and language while creating a sense of materiality. Food contributes powerfully to the reality of a text by
making a fictional setting seem credible and coherent: a Lombard peasant eats polenta in The Betrothed, whereas a Sicilian prince offers a
monumental macaroni timbale at a dinner in The Leopard. Similarly, Biasin shows how food is used by writers to connote the psychological
traits of a character, to construct a story by making the protagonists meet during a meal, and even to call attention to the fictionality of the
story with a metanarrative description. Drawing from anthropology, psychoanalysis, sociology, science, and philosophy, the author gives
special attention to the metaphoric and symbolic meanings of food. Throughout he blends material culture with observations on thematics and
narrativity to enlighten the reader who enjoys the pleasures of the text as much as those of the palate. Originally published in 1993. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them
in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
This edition is based on a fresh examination of the manuscripts and is the first to combine an authoritative critical text of the fragments with a
translation, a detailed philological and historical commentary, and an extensive introduction situating the poem in its literary, social, and
cultural context."--BOOK JACKET.
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I wanted to jump. He made me fall. As a celebrity, I lived in the public eye, but somewhere along the way, I'd lost myself in the spotlight. Until
he found me. Sam Rivers was a gorgeous, tattooed stranger who saved my life with nothing more than a simple conversation. But we were
both standing on that bridge for a reason the night we met. The secrets of our pasts brought us together-and then tore us apart. Could we find
a reason to hold on as life constantly pulled us down? Or maybe there's only one direction to go when two people fall in love at rock bottomup.
''I haven't felt this good in years.'' Sophie, 29, former sufferer of IBS (irritable bowel syndrome) Your gut is astonishingly clever. It contains
millions of neurons - as many as you would find in the brain of a cat - and is home to the microbiome, an army of microbes that influences
your mood, weight and immune system. In this groundbreaking book, Dr Mosley takes us on a revelatory journey through the gut, showing
how junk food and overuse of antibiotics have wiped out many ''good'' gut bacteria, leading to a modern plague of allergies, food intolerances
and obesity. Setting the record straight on everything from prebiotics to probiotics, fermented foods to fasting, Dr Mosley provides
scientifically proven ways to control your appetite and boost your mood. The Clever Guts Diet is packed with delicious, healing recipes, menu
plans, checklists and tips - all the tools you need to transform your gut and change the way you eat forever.

Indulgent and show-stopping, Vegan Cakes is the place where traditional baking rules are thrown out of the window, proving that you don’t
need dairy and eggs to create baking wonders. From a Pink Vanilla Dream Cake and Sherry Berry Trifle, to Rose and Ginger Cheesecake
and Black Sesame Banana Bread, this book is for the new vegan on the block. The vegan who wants to eat cake, indulge, feast and feel
GOOD about it. With delectable step-by-step recipes and enticing photos, along with guidance on vegan icing and decorations, this is the
foolproof baking guide to creating decadent treats for every occasion. In the words of JAY-Z: ‘Marie Antoinette, baby, let ‘em eat cake’.
SuperJam is a delicious range of jams and marmalades created by young entrepreneur Fraser Doherty. They're 'super' because they're
made with 'superfruits', such as cranberries and blueberries, and fruit juice rather than sugar, meaning they're healthier than your average pot
of jam. Fraser's cookbook is a juicy celebration of all things jammy. As well as being packed full of recipes for jams, marmalades, chutneys
and jellies, the book offers more unusual ideas for spreads, such as Banana and Rum Curd, Dulce de Leche and Chilli Jam. And if for any
reason you do have any leftover pots of preserves, it also contains over 25 ideas for how to turn your creations into irresistible puddings, from
Bakewell Tart and Orange and Passion Fruit Trifle to Banoffee Cupcakes and Strawberry and White Chocolate Mousse. Exquisitely designed
and lavishly photographed, The SuperJam Cookbook will be a lovely gift or simply the perfect way to indulge your love of one of life's greatest
comfort foods.
Children's cakes just got a whole lot more exciting. Planet Cakes Kids is a unique cake decorating book offering hundreds of possibilities for
mix and match cakes. Choose from a selection of 12 creative cakes - from a Wizards' Spell Book to a Graveyard to a Theatre Stage - and
then add a cast of 57 fun, colourful characters modelled in fondant icing: Mr Donut and Friends, the Hip Hop Dudes, the Ninja Rabbits, Snowsurfing Penguins and more. The mix-and-match approach of this unique book offers hundreds of combinations of cakes and toppers and
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takes cake making and decorating to a new level. You've never seen cakes like this before!

Recipes for finger foods from the chef of Romes's La Pergola restaurant.
In picture-perfect Rosewood, Pennsylvania, ash-blond highlights gleam in the winter sun and frozen lakes sparkle like Swarovski crystals. But
pictures often lie—and so do Rosewood's four prettiest girls. Hanna, Aria, Spencer, and Emily have been lying ever since they became friends
with beautiful Alison DiLaurentis. Ali made them do terrible things—things they had to keep secret for years. And even though Ali was killed at
the end of seventh grade, their bad-girl ways didn't die with her. Hanna's on a mission to corrupt Rosewood's youth, starting with a very
attractive sophomore. Aria's snooping into her boyfriend's past. Spencer's stealing—from her family. And pure little Emily's abstaining from
abstinence. The girls should be careful, though. They thought they were safe when Ali's killer was arrested and A's true identity was finally
revealed. But now there's a new A in town turning up the heat. And this time Rosewood is going to burn.
Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa explores how different masculinities modulate substance use, interpersonal violence,
suicidality, and AIDS as well as recovery cross-culturally. With a focus on three male protagonists living in very distinct urban areas of Cape
Town, this comparative ethnography shows that men’s struggles to become invulnerable increase vulnerability. Through an analysis of
masculinities as social assemblages, the study shows how affective health problems are tied to modern individualism rather than African
‘tradition’ that has become a cliché in Eurocentric gender studies. Affective health is conceptualized as a balancing act between autonomy
and connectivity that after colonialism and apartheid has become compromised through the imperative of self-reliance. This book provides a
rare perspective on young men’s vulnerability in everyday life that may affect the reader and spark discussion about how masculinities in
relationships shape physical and psychological health. Moreover, it shows how men change in the face of distress in ways that may look
different than global health and gender-transformative approaches envision. Thick descriptions of actual events over the life course make the
study accessible to both graduate and undergraduate students in the social sciences. Contributing to current debates on mental health and
masculinity, this volume will be of interest to scholars from various disciplines including anthropology, gender studies, African studies,
psychology, and global health.

When Fearne's not making us laugh onscreen or keeping us company on the radio, you'll find her in the kitchen cooking up a storm. Easy,
healthy recipes that are fun to make and delicious to eat - these are the recipes Fearne loves and has become famous for. Recipes she can't
wait to share with you, too. With chapters covering fresh and delicious breakfasts to start your day well; simple, sumptuous lunches to enjoy
at home and on the run; and comforting dinners that show you how to eat the rainbow, Cook. Eat. Love provides over 100 recipes that will
have you eating happily and healthily at every meal time. A pescatarian herself who cooks meat for her family, Fearne includes recipes that
can cater for both and be packed with goodness either way. You'll also find plenty of ideas for elevenses, afternoon treats, baked goods and
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desserts that use plenty of natural ingredients to make those sweet treats guilt-free and just as satisfying. From Thai Coconut Soup to Quick
and Healthy Pizzas; Roast Chicken Cashew and Chilli salad to Salted Caramel Chocolate Slice and Beetroot Cupcakes, Cook. Eat. Love is
guaranteed to bring joy to your kitchen and beyond.
Italian Classics without the Fuss With Italian-born cook Andrea Soranidis’ 20-minute (or less!) recipes, you can enjoy classic Italian dishes
without spending hours simmering sauce or slaving over a hot stove—and most importantly, without sacrificing the amazing flavors you love.
Choose from 75 speedy recipes, including vegetarian, gluten-free and dairy-free options, such as: • Easy Pillowy Ricotta Gnocchi • Spicy
Shrimp & Zucchini Linguini • Classic Italian Polpette (Meatballs) • Black Pepper Mussels • Speedy Spaghetti alla Nerano • Fast Oven-Baked
Chicken Cotolette (Breaded Chicken Cutlets) • Classic Calamarata Pasta • White Wine Veal Scaloppine • 7-Ingredient Broccoli Pesto Pasta
No matter how hectic your schedule is, 20-Minute Italian is sure to have a quick and delicious recipe to please your palate.
Let’s eat more salad! It’s fresh, colourful and healthy fast food. A far cry from the ‘rabbit food’ image of old, salads are now rightfully top of
the menu. In A Salad for All Seasons, Harry Eastwood shakes things up, introducing us to over 100 delicious, original and easy-to-make
salads to see you through the year. Spring and Summer are packed with vibrant, exciting recipes that can be knocked up in minutes, such as
Peach and Mozarella with Sweet Chilli and Tomato Glaze and Thai Beef and Basil with Noodles, while Autumn and Winter offer warm,
hearty, nourishing combinations, such as Roasted Squash with Thyme and Taleggio and Spinach, Lamb and Fig with Orange and Honey
Dressing. From well-loved favourites to exotic delights inspired by Harry’s travels and love of fresh ingredients, A Salad for All Seasons is the
ultimate proof that natural, fresh and nutritious food can also be a feast – the whole year round.
A wonderfully illustrated puzzle book teeming with all kinds of insects and other creepy crawlies to spot, count and match. Spot a bee on a
bicycle, a butterfly tapping a tambourine and many more eye-catching challenges. The intricate illustrations make these seemingly simple
puzzles a lot harder than you might think! A great book children will want to return to time and time again. Delightful details provides endless
spot-and-talk-about opportunities. An activity book children will want to share and enjoy with friends and family.
Little has been written about the potato's Italian history. This book examines the important role it has played in Italy's social, cultural and
economic history.
French Pastry is as Easy as Un, Deux, Trois French baking is now more approachable than ever with Beaucoup Bakery co-owner and
Yummy Workshop founder Betty Hung’s beginner-friendly, easy-to-follow recipes. Start with basics like pastry cream and pâté sucrée, then
work your way up to indulgent all-time favorites such as Lemon Madeleines, Crème Brûlée, Éclairs, Lady Fingers and Chocolate Torte. You’ll
learn how to simplify recipes without sacrificing taste—like using ready-made puff pastry—or, if you prefer, how to whip up these sweet treats
from scratch. Whether you’re new to baking or looking to expand your skills, with French Pastry 101 you’re only a recipe away from
delighting your family and friends with incredible French desserts.
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Be the star of the party with Paris Cutler's inspiring guide to cake making for birthdays, fundraisers, bridal showers and more. With playful
ideas and detailed instructions, even complete beginners to cake decorating will find themselves creating little masterpieces. From Cheeky
Monkey and Polka Dot Cupcakes for the school fete to Freddy and Girly Bear Cupcakes for a children's party, Planet Cake Celebrate will
have a cake for every occasion! The book includes more than 20 cupcake/mini fudge cake designs for all occasions. It also has detailed
advice on how you can host events and how to prepare for a cake-making party, advice on taking cakes home, templates, techniques and
troubleshooting tips.
Tea-Time at the Masters is an absolute must for the serious collector of cookbooks, as well as the avid golfer who views the kitchen strictly as
the nineteenth hole. Featuring more than 600 time-tested recipes, including those submitted by PGA golfers and their wives, resort chefs, and
other "masters" of the culinary arts.
Discourses on a Sober and Temperate Life - Wherein is demonstrated, by his own Example, the Method - of Preserving Health to Extreme
Old Age is presented here in a high quality paperback edition. This popular classic work by Luigi Cornaro is in the English language, and may
not include graphics or images from the original edition. If you enjoy the works of Luigi Cornaro then we highly recommend this publication for
your book collection.
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